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Parker Racor releases LTM Series Watermakers
Stock Symbol:

PH - NYSE

Gardena, California, April 4, 2011- Racor Division of Parker Hannifin Corporation, the global leader in
motion and control technologies, is pleased to announce the release of its LTM Series of watermakers.
The Racor Village Marine LTM is a compact watermaker for marine applications in ready-to-mount
modules for flexible installation.
“We offer customers the option of a watermaker package that allows for customized installation of the
components. The LTM offers high quality Racor Village Marine engineered components with
straightforward manual operation,” according to Steve Yoshimura, Engineering Manager. “Driven by AC
motors [from genset power], the modular configuration helps boat owners to fit a watermaker into tight
spaces.”
Integral to every LTM unit are a stainless steel pressure regulator and bypass valve, high quality spiral
wound thin film composite reverse osmosis membranes, five micron pre-filter, fresh water flush system,
magnetic drive boost pump, stainless steel glycerin filled pressure gauges, high pressure plunger pump
with stainless steel 316 head, and an acrylic flow meter to monitor water production. Optional component
is a salinity probe monitor and diversion valve system for water quality assurance. Flow ratings of 5001800 gallons per day and various electrical configurations are available.
For more information, please see bulletin number 7986.
The leading specialist in reverse osmosis technology for the USCG, US Navy, commercial marine, landbased, disaster recovery, and oil & gas markets, for over 30 years, Racor Village Marine Tec. is dedicated
to serving the needs of mariners. www.villagemarine.com
With annual sales exceeding $10 billion, Parker Hannifin is the world's leading diversified manufacturer of
motion and control technologies and systems, providing precision-engineered solutions for a wide variety
of mobile, industrial and aerospace markets. The company employs approximately 52,000 people in 48
countries around the world. Parker has increased its annual dividends paid to shareholders for 53
consecutive years, among the top five longest-running dividend-increase records in the S&P 500 index.
For more information, visit the company's web site at http://www.parker.com, or its investor information
site at www.phstock.com
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